This article discusses the phenomenon of family politics in Lamongan, regarding the role of bureaucrats, politics, and various organizations related to family politics. Direct elections of regional chiefs (pilkada) and proportional electoral systems with the most votes have provided greater opportunities for political families to obtain and increase their abilities. Therefore, the number of family members occupying political offices is increasing. The focus of this research is the emergence of political dominance by the Fadeli family in Lamongan Regency. The data show that the family can utilize formal and informal political forces through clientelism strategies, which can lead to family dominance. The resources of family political dominance are the important element in interpreting family politics, based on Assako, Dal Bo, and Querobin [1]. This is also combined with the concept of clientelism strategy from Aspinall and Berenschot.
Introduction
The collapse of the New Order regime after the reign of Soeharto for approximately 32 years have made the processes of democratization and decentralization a part of reforms in Indonesia. Democratization opens opportunities for citizens to participate in decision-making, including voting at the local level. Decentralization gives greater authority to regions to carry out its development. One of the implications of democratization and decentralization is the enactment of regional elections (pilkada) which began to be held since 2005.
In line with the basic principle of decentralization is greater power sharing to local governments to plan and manage local development. According to Lili Romli [2] , there were great expectations that accompanied the post-New Order decentralization policy, namely the consolidation of democracy and the improvement of government performance. With the hope that the public policy process can exist and be carried out at a smaller level, the opportunity of the community to participate in it can increase. Therefore, community participation can bring up democratic practices at the local level, and public participation can bring the practice of democracy to the local level. Accommodation of the interests and needs of the community will increase the level of acceptance of decisions made by the government (Prasojo et al., 2006, in [2] . However, to achieve such participation, there are of course basic requirements that must be present, such as local accountability that should be sufficient [2] . This is a fundamental limitation faced by many developing countries in implementing decentralization; it gives rise to cases related to decentralization that does not have a positive correlation with increased structural efficiency of the government at the local level. The change in decentralization can have an impact on increased political patterns at the local level that do not support democracy as well as better and more advanced government performance.
In some Southeast Asian countries, the absence of positive relationships among decentralization, democracy, and governance performance is characterized by the emergence of family policies that will lead to political dynasties at the local level. Pasan (2013) said that the emergence of political dynasties in the Philippines has weakened democracy. Decentralization and democracy are not marked with a positive correlation and political dynasty intensified with political developments, while election administration started to be implemented at the national and local level. The enactment of the Philippine constitution contains a prohibition on the existence of political dynasties in Chapter II Paragraph 26, but this still occurred in the Philippines presidential election. This is reinforced by a research conducted by Teresa and Eduardo Tadem (2016) on political dynasties that are eternal. The problems regarding political dynasties in the Philippines are derived from three basic factors. The first is the political and socioeconomic foundation that gives rise to political dynasties. The second is the inability to implement the provisions of the Philippine constitution effectively by enacting laws on political dynasties. The third is potential weaknesses that can oppose the existence of political dynasties.
Meanwhile, in the Indonesian political context, Aspinall and As'ad [3] explained that the implementation of decentralization further strengthened the position of local government leaders to try to spread family members and relatives in important government positions. There are also studies that see the emergence of the dominance of the Atut family in Banten and the Puang Wajo family in South Sulawesi (Nordholt and Klinken, 2007) and asserting that certain families with the resources they have can establish their dominance in their region, wherein decentralization has strengthened autocratic governance.
According to Ernesto Dal Bo [4] , family politics occurs when a candidate has a familial relationship with other and/or previous candidates. This is further strengthened by the explanation of Pablo Querobin [1] , who explained that family politics is a special form of elite efforts to maintain power, in which there are several family groups that monopolize political power. Asako [5] also explained that family politics would occur if one family member occupies a political position previously held by a relative. In a continuation, Aspinall and As'ad [3] stated that a political family could potentially become a political dynasty when the candidate is able to expand power. Therefore, once the dynasty founder loses position, the founder is replaced by a family member. This success can be intra-generational as in the case of the founder being replaced by spouses or siblings, or members of later generations such as children or sons-or daughters-in-law. Political families can strengthen political, social, and family networks in order to obtain great political support.
This article also examines the factors that influence the development of family politics in Indonesia that place family members in strategic positions, as in the research conducted by [6] . This article also analyzes political families from the perspective of clientelism as a strategy to expand the political family power. The analysis then refers to the theory of clientelism as a welfare program and development fund. According to Aspinall and Berenschot [7] the difference between welfare program and development fund can be seen in who the target recipient is. Welfare programs consider individual targets, while development funds are given to the community, not to individuals or for shared goods. These shared goods are an important media of exchange in Indonesia`s patronage democracy. Budget allocations to improve public infrastructure and basic facilities or development funds can be given through clientelism when a politician gives these funds to a region as a reward for support in both past and future elections.
The family politics researched here is different from family politics in other regions, such as Banten and Wajo, where family politics has long occurred; the Fadeli family politics in Lamongan has only just emerged. There are several reasons why this article takes the case of Lamongan. First, considering historical aspects, Lamongan is not a former royal territory, so patron-client relations are difficult to develop. Second, Fadeli has a background as a bureaucrat who won the Lamongan elections in 2010. Third, the regent position that was won by Fadeli has made the opportunity for the family members of Fadeli to participate in the political contest in Lamongan with the bureaucracy, a soccer supporters group, and various businesses owned by the Fadeli family as political capital. This research is expected to be useful for similar research related to the study of family politics through family domination in formal and informal political forces.
Methodology
This research used the qualitative research approach, utilizing data and information that are collected from chosen sources that are considered capable of providing information and data to support this research. In addition, secondary data was also obtained from books, magazines, research journals, and other written materials related to the research topics, while primary data was collected by interviews.
Interviews were conducted regarding political experience, the recruitment process, and family support in the nomination process. Interviews with community leaders were conducted to obtain data related to the role of candidates in building relationships with community leaders. There were also interviews with people who managed to review candidate strategy to obtain votes in the election and win the political office of the Fadeli family in Lamongan. The quality of the candidates was also evaluated based on education, training, and political experience, both in party organizations and social organizations.
Findings and Results
In the context of this research, candidates utilized families who can move their political resources through family bases and organizations such as interest groups, political parties, and the government. This network can be an effective capital to become an elite or political figure.
The methods used by candidates to mobilize their political capital, especially family members, can be seen from the various potentials and structures that can be built by utilizing opportunities such as hierarchical structures, because social networks and elite actors from bridges of individuals and collectivity. Success in a position in the political environment is in the form of power that is very important to a political structure, in order to perform its functions and link networks in the social structure. Local elites used the networks in order to attract the public and show that the elites deserve to be followed because of the social and political capital that they have built over a long time. 
The Political Strategy of Fadeli in Winning the 2010 Lamongan Regional Election
Much of the literature discusses running political dynasties without definition, perhaps because the family is assumed as a natural unit of social analysis. In political discourse in Indonesia, the term "political dynasty" has been widely applied. Therefore, family groups involved in politics are quite varied, and so are the various kinds of powers and roles given to family members [3] . However, the case of family politics in Lamongan is different from the cases in Banten and Wajo. The politics of the Atut family in Banten shows how decentralization has led to political elites who have the opportunity to further strengthen and expand their power. Local political power in Banten is predominantly due to the shifting of the interaction between local state actors (local government elite) and societal actors (winners-entrepreneurs) [3] . The case of family politics in Wajo was influenced by the government during the kingdom. This creates a patron-client relationship that is still developing today, thus affecting local politics characterized by inter-ethnic competition between the Bugis and Makassar ethnic groups. Whereas, in Lamongan the existence of a decentralized system did not immediately create family politics, but after 10 years of running, the family of Fadeli emerged as an elite with a bureaucrat background.
Therefore, through various experiences, Fadeli benefited while competing in the 2010 regional election. Fadeli also received support from government officials, given his background as a former bureaucrat; as much as 90% of bureaucrats joined to make Fadeli successful in becoming the Regent of Lamongan. In fact, he also received support from local political elite, who are quite critical (Sa'adah 2013). Fadeli also used various types of media such as radio, television, and newspapers to spread his campaign [8] . Among new voters, Fadeli prefers youths from among the supporters of the local football (soccer) team, Persela Lamongan, who are called LA Mania; they became very beneficial to be used as support in politics. Fadeli, who was once the daily chair (manager), later became close to supporters in helping to advance Persela Lamongan. The number of supporters proved to be very effective in supporting Fadeli in the political contest [8] . The success of Fadeli in attracting Persela supporters as the main commodity to be elected as the regent can be considered cunning.
Fadeli also has the advantage of having a number of businesses in Lamongan. For example, he has a company named CV. Sumber Rezeki in the business of supplying office stationery to all regional task force offices (SKPD) in Lamongan. Fadeli also owns a Naff karaoke house business. One of his children, Betty Nurfia Puspita, manages Citra Medika Hospital and K24 Pharmacy. The ownership of businesses by the family contributes to the economic sector owned by Fadeli in Lamongan politics [8] .
These networks allow Fadeli to have a strong capital for the 2010 Lamongan Regency regional election. Fadeli then nominated himself as a regent candidate with Amar Syaifuddin, supported by the four political parties of PAN as the incumbent party, PKB, Golkar, and the Democratic Party. The three other pairs of candidates were Suhandoyo -Kartika Hidayati, supported by PDIP and PKB; Tsalist Fahmi -Subagio, supported by PKNU, PPP, Hanura, and Gerindra; and Ongky -Basir Stikno, running independently [9] . Amar Syaifudin as the candidate for deputy regent was a suitable choice, considering that Amar had a lot of political experience in Lamongan.
The 2010 Lamongan Regency regional election was won by Fadeli -Amar Syaifuddin ("FAHAM") with 253,997 votes, followed by the candidate pair of Suhandoyo -Kartika ("SEHATI") with 238,816 votes. The other candidate pairs of Tsalist -Subagio Rahmat ("SAHABAT") won 90,029 votes and Ongky -Basir ("OBAMA") won 37,993 votes [9] . The victory of Fadeli and Amar Syaifuddin as Regent and Deputy Regent was inseparable from the very solid coalition of political parties and support by the incumbent political party of PAN, which was willing to support Fadeli-Amar as candidates for Regent and Deputy Regent of Lamongan in 2010.
Map of the Political Family of the Lamongan Regent
A political family consists of more than one family member of a family that has managed to gain political positions such as executive and legislative positions of certain regions, including districts and provinces. According to Aspinall and As'ad [3] , a political family can become a political dynasty if a candidate is able to expand power continuously so that if the founder of the dynasty loses a position, a family member will replace the position. Efforts to expand power also occurred in the politics of the Fadeli family, which first occurred when Fadeli intervened to make the second child of Debby Fadeli the president director of PT Persela Jaya. It became very important to regulate everything in the internal agency of Persela [10] . The fanaticism of LA Mania as the main supporter group of Persela was used by Fadeli to support him in the 2010 Lamongan Regency regional election, for which as a result Fadeli was elected to his first term as Lamongan Regent.
Fadeli also tried to instate Debby as the DPC Chairman of the Democratic Party in Lamongan. Debby Kurniawan was finally elected as the Chairperson of the Democratic Party DPC during the Regional Consultation (muscab) at the Handayani Building, Lamongan Education Office [11] . After becoming the Chairperson of the Democratic Party DPC of Lamongan, Fadeli intervened yet again to ask Debby to become the Chairperson of the Lamongan Indonesian Youth National Committee (KNPI), and finally he succeeded in becoming the Chairman of the Lamongan KNPI for the 2013-2016 term.
They insisted on strengthening the relationship by consolidation to all branches of the Democratic Party in Lamongan in the villages. After using party branches in the village, the Fadeli family members began to be introduced in other roles in the 2014 Lamongan legislative election through the Democratic Party. This is what led the Fadeli family to become involved in politics. The placement of the Fadeli family members in strategic positions as legislators from the Democratic Party was realized in 2014, resulting in seven Fadeli family members occupying ten Democratic Party seats in the Lamongan DPRD, which consisted of Debby Kurniawan and Bety Nurfia Puspita (two biological children of Fadeli), Retno Wardhani and Nahdliyah Kartika Agustin (then-children-in-law of Fadeli), and Sanditiya Devis Saputra, Noor Fatonah, and Siti Maskamah (relatives of Fadeli and husband of the Head of Department in Lamongan) [9] .
The Fadeli family contested politics from five electoral districts, including electoral district 1 by Bety Nurfia with 15,815 votes and Siti Maskamah with 4,442 votes, electoral district 2 by Retno Wardhani with 15,399 votes and Sanditiya Devis with 5,883 votes, electoral district 3 by Noor Fatonah with 6,610 votes, electoral district 4 by Nahdliyah Kartika with 7,603 votes, and electoral district 5 by Debby Kurniawan with 9,883 votes (KPUD Lamongan). All members of the Fadeli family are from the Democratic Party and became a trend for the creation of political dynasties. This is inseparable from the figure of Fadeli, who at that time had become the Regent of Lamongan.
The 2014 election was an opportunity for Fadeli to expand his power. The Fadeli family members succeeded in gaining control of Regional People's Representative Assembly seats and decreased control of intense critics to the executive. The change benefited Fadeli to become a personal interest through policies such as government budget and projects. It was as if they had planned for the corruption case that caught those related to Fadeli as the Regent. There was planning for funding the 2014 election campaign using government funds. The Corruption Hunters Association (LPPK) had reported allegations of corruption in the Lamongan Regency Government environment, including an alleged corruption case in Lamongan Plaza by PU Cipta Karya worth Rp. 15.6 billion. Persela and KONI granted funds amounting to Rp 118.46 billion and allegations of corruption ceased without being continued by the prosecutor [12] .
The appearance of the Fadeli family members as legislative candidates has been criticized by various parties. Some mentioned that because they received facilities from the government, the regent also had the authority to put his family members in the regional legislative assembly. This was revealed by the Head of the UPT Agriculture Office of Lamongan Regency to the media, who explained the existence of instructions to all bureaucrats to allow victory by Democratic Party candidates, which included children, in-laws, and relatives of Fadeli [13] . Those who do not support this are threatened to be transferred or will have complications in the assistance of agricultural equipment from the UPT Agriculture Office of Lamongan Regency. Then, during the distribution of the agricultural equipment, it is obliged to inform the farmers that the tools are a personal gift from Regent Fadeli and they must support the Democratic Party. Apart from the various polemics, of the 10 seats won by the Democratic Party in the Lamongan DPRD, the Fadeli family members indeed successfully filled seven of them. The success of the Fadeli family in winning the 2014 election was due to the role of Fadeli and the help of the bureaucrats in Lamongan. The hopes of Fadeli in having family members win in the 2014 legislative elections will be able to affect the 2015 elections, since Fadeli will be the incumbent in the election.
Aspinall and Berenschot [7] describe that the incumbent status provides benefits for practices of clientelism through public spending. They explained that there were at least a number of mechanisms such as welfare programs, development funds, awarding of government project contracts, and politicizing bureaucracy. Aspinall and Berenschot [7] state that this pattern shows the characteristics of a patronage network centered on the state, where incumbents have relatively strong discretionary powers and which still exists in the reform era. Some of the advantages of incumbent candidates become strong capital for achieving victory in elections. The various benefits include the work of the incumbent that can already be felt and enjoyed by the community, causing popularity to increase. Fadeli as the incumbent candidate in the 2015 Lamongan regional election had built and embraced farmers as the driving force of his political backers through policies that benefit farmers [9] . Financially, the incumbent candidate commuted costs because the regional task force office tends to run the programs of the incumbent and 95% of the backers of the regent did not use personal costs [14] . Therefore, Fadeli as the incumbent candidate during the campaign will make every effort to show the variety of successes to convince voters in the presentation of programs that succeed them.
At the time that registration opened for candidates of Regent and Deputy Regent, three pairs of candidates registered with the Lamongan Regency Election Commission. The three pairs of candidates are Mujianto -Sueb ("JOS") as number 1, incumbent candidate Fadeli -Kartika Hidayati ("FAKTA") as number 2, and Nursalim -Edi Wijaya ("SAE") as number 3. Of the three pairs of candidates, the backing coalition of Fadeli and Kartika was the largest coalition. The grand coalition consisted of nine political parties: PPP, PAN, PKS, PKB, PDI-P, Hanura, Democrat, Golkar, and Gerindra. Fadeli and Kartika, who were candidates for regent and vice regent, caught the attention of the public, because they were political rivals in the 2010 Lamongan Regional Election.
Based on the results of the vote tally for the Lamongan Regency election as conducted by the Lamongan District Election Commission, the candidate pair of Fadeli and Kartika came out as the winner with 448,833 votes. For the other candidate pairs, Mujianto -Sueb had 16,191 votes and Nursalim -Edi had 165,877 votes. On that occasion, the Lamongan Election Commission also invited candidates who were dissatisfied or cheated to immediately report to the Constitutional Court. If the other candidate pairs did not go to court, the vote count results from the Lamongan Election Commission would be reported to the leadership of the Lamongan Regency Local Parliament in order to conduct an immediate inauguration for the elected pair of Regent and Vice Regent candidates [9] .
The . This will then lead to a political dynasty through political domination by the family. According to Aspinall and As'ad [3] , political dynasties in Indonesia further weaken political opportunities for the public to enter the domains of political office and the phenomenon that occurs in political dynasties is actually supported by political parties.
The political development of the Fadeli family in the 2019 legislative election was slightly different due to the withdrawal of the third child of Fadeli from political contest. However, the resignation of Bety did not dampen the spirit of the nephew of Fadeli to advance in political contest. The strategy remained the same through the Democratic Party, with Yanuar as the nephew of Fadeli. One difference was that Debby was able to win a seat in the Indonesian National Parliament in the 2019 legislative election. Politics of the Fadeli family still showed existence with the election of Fadeli family members from the five electoral districts in Lamongan. Control of all electoral districts also became capital to sustain Debby in the Indonesian Parliament. With this, elections for the People's Representative Assembly at the regional and national levels became increasingly used by Fadeli family members in implementing a tandem strategy in which candidates from Fadeli family members will campaign simultaneously because there are still many constituencies in the Lamongan area.
Utilization of votes from the KNPI is also a political capital possessed by Debby Kurniawan as Chairman of the Lamongan KNPI to win a seat in the Indonesian Parliament from the Democratic Party through the Lamongan-Gresik electoral district. KNPI is an organization that is already well-known in Lamongan because it is often with the people to carry out social assistance and other activities. The success of the Fadeli family in choosing KNPI as political backing is very appropriate because the people are familiar with KNPI and its activities. With KNPI active in various activities in Lamongan, it has given a variety of considerations to the people about the importance of organizing to support progress for the Lamongan community. The various activities include social assistance, music events, sports competitions, and coaching. Each of the various activities always includes a photo of Debby as the chair of KNPI, which is aimed to provide legitimacy of the success of KNPI in allowing youths to participate and follow the activities. The gathering of KNPI masses through various activities can reach villages, by channeling the talents of village youths to increase the active role of KNPI. The success of KNPI at the sub-district and village levels is due to funding from the Lamongan Regency Budget for the KNPI. Aspinall and Berenschot [7] explain that politics by clientelism could involve benefits provided through distributed private or state resources because of a government policy. Politics by clientelism does not concern the type of benefits or offered benefits, but the creation of relationships that determine the offer of benefits. The characteristics of clientelism is shown through development funds, given in the form of shared goods to certain communities as gifts for support in the general election.
The 2019 legislative election also adopted the same strategy of using LA Mania for political support, including the desire of supporters wanting to renovate the Surajaya Main Stadium because the capacity of the stadium could no longer accommodate the number of supporters during the match. Through the regional budget, Fadeli and Debby can pass the development project to the Department of Public Housing and Area Settlement. However, this development has a hidden importance. The project was started at the end of 2017 and was targeted to be completed at the end of 2018 [15] . The hope is that the construction of the stadium can change political support because it approached the 2019 legislative election. This would create emotional closeness with LA Mania supporters and reinforce that the construction of the stadium was assisted by Fadeli and Debby as holders of positions at PT Persela Jaya, even though the construction of the stadium used funding from the local government of Lamongan. Aspinall and Berenschot [7] stated that clientelism through development funds is carried out by elected executive governments and legislative members through a strong push to use development funds for their own benefit in elections.
